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 4Let M s m : s g S be a family of scalar bounded finitely additive measuress
defined on a s-algebra A. The Nikodym]Grothendieck boundedness theorem
states that if M is simply bounded in A then M is uniformly bounded in A. In this
 4paper we prove that if V s A : p, n , n . . . n g N is an increasing webn , n , . . . , n 1 2 p1 2 p
 4in A, then there is a strand A : i g N such that if M is simply bounded inn n . . . n1 2 i
 .one A then M is uniformly bounded in A Theorem 3.1 . This result isn n . . . n1 2 i
 4deduced from the fact that if W s E : p, n , n , . . . , n g N is a linearn n . . . n 1 2 p1 2 p
` .  4increasing web in l X, A , then there exists a strand E : i g N such that0 n n . . . n1 2 i
` .  .every E is barrelled and dense in l X, A Theorem 2.7 . From this strongn n . . . n 01 2 i
barrelledness condition previous results of the author jointly with J. C. Ferrando
are improved here. These results are related to the classical result of Diestel and
Faires in vector measures. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x ` .Following Valdivia 17 , if A is a s-algebra on a set X, then l X, A is0
 .the normed space generated by the characteristic functions e A , with
5 5  <  . < 4A g A, provided with the norm z s sup z v : v g X , and its topologi-
` .  .cal dual, l X, A *, is the Banach space ba A of bounded finitely additive0
` .measures with the variation norm. Given A g A, l A, A denotes the0
` .   . 4subspace of l X, A generated by e B : B g A, B ; A , and if u g0
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` . < < . ` .l X, A *, then u A is the norm of the restriction of u to l A, A . We0 0
 .   ..will write u A or u e A .
` .If A g A and U ; l X, A , then we will say that U is a q-neighbour-0
` . ` .hood of zero in l A, A if there exists a finite subset Q of l X, A such0 U 0
that the closed absolutely convex hull of U DQ contains a zero neigh-U
` . w xbourhood of l A, A . This definition follows from Valdivia 17, Note 1 .0
We are going to consider the tree with infinitely many branching points,
 k 4  4T s D N : k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , where N s 1, 2, 3, . . . . An increasing web in`
 w x.  4a set Y see 3 is a family W s E : t g T of subsets of Y such thatt `
 4  4Y s E s D E : n g N , E ; E , E s D E : n g N , and E ;B n n nq1 t t, n t, n
E , when B / t g T and n g N. If Y is a vector space and every E ist, nq1 ` t
a linear subspace of Y, we will then say that W is a linear increasing web.
 4 ` .If W s E : t g T is a linear increasing web in l X, A and s g Nt ` 0
` .then there exists an E which is barrelled and dense in l X, An n . . . n 01 2 s
 w x w x wsee Valdivia 17, Theorem 1 , Rodrõguez-Salinas 13, Theorem 1 , and 6,Â
x.Theorem 1; 10, Theorem 1 . When this result was obtained, Professor
  .Valdivia suggested studying the existence of an infinite branch g s B, n ,1
 .  . 4n , n , . . . , n , n , . . . , n , . . . in T such that every E , t g g , is bar-1 2 1 2 k ` t
` .relled and dense in l X, A . The aim of this paper is to answer this0
wquestion in the positive. This problem is proposed in 8, Chap. 11, problem
x w x11.10 and also in 9 in an equivalent form; here Ferrando and Sanchez
` . w xRuiz ask if l X, A is baireled 9, Definition 1 .0
2. THE MAIN RESULT
 . < <If t s n , . . . , n , . . . , n g T , set t s q to be the rank of t, P t s1 i q ` i
 . < < n , . . . , n , for 1 F i F t , and P t s B. If T ; T then P T [ P t:1 i 0 ` i i
< < 4t g T , t G i .
 4DEFINITION 2.1. A non-void subset T of T y B is called a ¨-web if it`
verifies:
 . < <  < <1 If t g T and 1 F i F t then cardinal P s: s g T , i F s ,i
4P s s P t s `.iy1 iy1
 .  < < < <  .  .42 If t g T , then u g T : u ) t , P u s P t s B.< t <y1 < t <y1
 .  < < 43 For each sequence t g T : n g N, t G n , there is a p withn n
P t / P t .p p p pq1
 . An element t s n , n , . . . , n g T determines the branch g s B,1 2 s t
 .  .  .4  4n , n , n , . . . , n , n , . . . , n , and the set B s D g : t g T will be1 1 2 1 2 s T t
called the ¨-tree determined by the ¨-web T. B does not contain infiniteT
 .  .branches and n , n , . . . , n g T implies that n , n , . . . , n , p g1 2 i 1 2 iy1
T for infinitely many values of p.
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 . We have n , . . . , n , n g T if, and only if, there is no n , . . . ,1 iy1 i 1
.n , p, q g T.iy1
p  4 i 4Examples of ¨-webs are N , D i = N : i g N , and the infinite subsets
of N, which will be called trivial ¨-webs.
Notice that if T is a ¨-web and if its subset T* verifies the preceding
 .condition 1 then T* is a ¨-web.
 4If W s E : t g T is an increasing web in Y and T is a ¨-web, thent `
 4   .Y s D E : n g P T and if s g P T y T then E s D E : s, n gn 1 p s  s, n.
4P T . Then we have:pq1
 4PROPOSITION 2.2. Y s j E : t g T .t
 4  4Proof. If x g j E : n g P T y j E : t g T , then there exists t gn 1 t 1
T , t / P t s a with x g E .1 1 1 1 a1
 .If we have obtained in T the elements t / P t s a , a , . . . , a , fori i i 1 2 i
1 F i F n y 1 such that x g E , then x g D E :a , a , . . . , a a , . . . , a , q1 2 i 1 ny1
 . 4  4a , . . . , a , q g P T y j E : t g T . Therefore there exists in T an1 ny1 n t
 .element t / P t s a , . . . , a such that x g E . Clearly the se-n n n 1 n a . . . a1 n
 4  .quence t contradicts the preceding condition 3 .n
If the ¨-web T s T DT is trivial and T does not contain any ¨-web1 2 1
then T contains a ¨-web. The next proposition extends this property.2
PROPOSITION 2.3. If T is a subset of the ¨-web T , and T does not1 1
contain any ¨-web, then T y T contains a ¨-web.1
Proof. We may assume that T is not trivial. Clearly there is a g N
 4such that for a g J s m g P T : m ) a there does not exist any ¨-web1 1 1
 4 U with a = U contained in T if this were false T would contain aa 1 a 1 11 1
.¨-web , and then two cases can occur:
 .  .1 If there exists a , m g T then there is a trivial ¨-web T with1 a1
 4a = T s I ; T y T . The set I is infinite and we define J s B.1 a a 1 a a1 1 1 1
 .  .2 There is no natural number m such that a , m g T. Then, as in1
the beginning of the proof, there exists a natural number b such that for
 .4a ) b there does not exist any ¨-web U such that a , a = U is2 a a 1 2 a a1 2 1 2
 . 4contained in T . Now the set J s a , a g P T , a ) b is infinite and1 a 1 2 2 21
we write I s B.a1
We will finish the first step of this induction by writing I s j I :2 a1
4  4a g J and J s j J : a g J .1 1 2 a 1 11
 .  .If a , a g J and there exists a , a , m g T then there is a trivial1 2 2 1 2
 .4¨-web T with a , a = T ; T y T . Then the set I sa a 1 2 a a 1 a , a1 2 1 2 1 2
 .4  .a , a = T is infinite and we define J s B. If a , a , m f T for1 2 a a a a 1 21 2 1 2
each m g N, then there exists c g N such that for a ) c there does not3
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 .4exist any ¨-web U such that a , a , a = U ; T . In this casea a a 1 2 3 a a a 11 2 3 1 2 3
 . 4we write I s B and J s a , a , a g P T , a ) c . Now J isa a a a 1 2 3 3 3 a a1 2 1 2 1 2
  . 4 infinite and we define I s j I : a , a g J and J s j J :3 a a 1 2 2 3 a a1 2 1 2
 . 4a , a g J .1 2 2
We continue the induction in an obvious way. If a J were empty theni
the inductive process would be finite. Finally we are going to prove that
I s I j I j ??? is a ¨-web, obviously contained in T y T . I is non-empty,2 3 1
 .because if I s B and a g J we may determine a sequence a , a g J ,1 1 1 2 2
 .  4a , a , a g J , . . . . Therefore there exists a sequence t g T , n g N1 2 3 3 n
 .  .such that P t s a , a , . . . , a , contradicting condition 3 . I verifiesn n 1 2 n
 .  .condition 1 of the ¨-web definition because given a , . . . , a , . . . , a g I1 i n
we have that the sets J , J , and I are infinite.1 a , . . . , a , 1F iF ny2 a a . . . a1 i 1 2 ny1
Remark 2.4. If the ¨-web T is the union T DT D ??? DT then a T1 2 p i
must contain a ¨-web. The next lemma follows from this remark and from
w x17, Proposition 5 .
LEMMA 2.5. Let us suppose that A g A, T is a ¨-web and that for each
 .n , n , . . . , n g T , U is a closed absolutely con¨ex subset of1 2 p n n . . . n1 2 p
` . ` .l X, A which is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l A, A . Let a be a0 0
` .positi¨ e number. If x , x , . . . , and x are n ¨ectors of l X, A and1 2 n 0
 i i i .n , n , . . . , n g T , for 1 F i F k, then there are in A k pairwise disjoint1 2 p i.
 .0i i isubsets A g A, and k bounded measures u g U , 1 F i F k,i i n , n , . . . , n1 2 p i.
such that
< < < <u A G a , u x : 1 F s F n F 1. 4 .  .i i i s
 i i i .Moreo¨er, there is a ¨-web T* ; T , containing the elements n , n , . . . , n ,1 2 p i.
 .1 F i F k, and such that if n , n , . . . , n g T* then U is not a1 2 p n n . . . n1 2 p
`  4 .q-neighbourhood of zero in l A y j A , 1 F i F k , A .0 i
w xProof. By 17, Proposition 4 there is a partition of the set A in
 .  .  .p s p 1 q p 2 q ??? qp k q 2 subsets, B , B , . . . , B g A, and p linear1 2 p
 .01 1 1forms, l , l , . . . , l g U such that1 2 p n , n , . . . , n1 2 p1.
< < < <l B G a , l x : 1 F l F n F 1. 4 .  .i i i l
w x i i iProposition 3 of 17 enables us to obtain a B such that U ish i. n , n , . . . , n1 2 p i.
` .not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A , 1 F i F k.0 h i.
w xBy 17, Proposition 3 , given a U there exists a B such thatn n . . . n h1 2 q
` .U is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A . This observationn n .. . n 0 h1 2 q
and the preceding remark enables us to obtain the following two conse-
quences:
 .1 There exists a B and a ¨-web T ; T such that ifh0. 0
 .  1 2 k4n , n , . . . , n g T then n ) max n , n , . . . , n and U is not a1 2 p 0 1 1 1 1 n n . . . n1 2 p
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` .  .q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A . In fact, let T s n , n , . . . , n0 h0. h 1 2 q
` .4 wg T : U is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A . By 17,n n . . . n 0 h1 2 qxPropostion 3 , T s T DT ??? DT ; the remark implies that there is a1 2 p
 .T , 1 F h 0 F p, that contains a ¨-web T#. The ¨-web T sh0. 0
 .  1 2 k .4n , n , . . . , n g T#: n ) max n , n , . . . , n fulfills the properties we1 2 q 1 1 1 1
are looking for.
 .  .2 For each i and m, such that 1 F i F k and 2 F m F p i , there
exists a B and a ¨-web T such that everyh i, m. i, m
ni , ni , . . . , ni , n , . . . , n g ni , ni , . . . , ni = T 4 . .1 2 my1 m mqq 1 2 my1 i , m
belongs to T , verifies that ni - n and U i i i is not am m n , n , . . . , n , n , . . . , n1 2 my1 m mqq
` .q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A . The proof is like in the above0 h i, m.
m  .  i icase, changing T for T s n , . . . , n : n , n , . . . ,m m q q 1 2
i . 4 m  . mn , n , . . . , n g T and T for T s n , . . . , n g T :my 1 m mqq h h m mqq
` .4i i iU is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A .n , n , . . . , n , n , . . . , n 0 h1 2 my1 m mqq
Now T m s T m DT m ??? DT m.1 2 p
The quantity of sets B , B , and B obtained is less than orh i. h0. h i, m.
  . .   . .equal to k q 1 q p 1 y 1 q ??? q p k y 1 s p y 1. Hence there
must be a B which has not been used. Let us define A s B andh 1 h
 .01 1 1u s l . Then we have that u g U and1 h 1 n , n , . . . , n1 2 p1.
< < < <u A ) a , u x : 1 F i F n F 1. 4 .  .1 1 1 i
 i i i . 4Moreover, the union of n n . . . n , 1 F i F k , the ¨-web T , and1 2 p i. 0
 i i i .4  .the cartesian products n , n , . . . , n = T , 1 F i F k, 2 F m F p i1 2 my1 i, m
U  . Uis a ¨-web T such that if n , n , . . . , n g T then U is not a1 1 2 p 1 n n . . . n1 2 p
` .q-neighbourhood of zero in l A y A , A , since A y A must contain0 1 1
` .some B such that U is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l B , A .k n n . . . n 0 k1 2 p
Repeating the above process with the set A y A , the ¨-web TU , and1 1
the sets U i i i , for i s 2, 3, . . . , k and 1, we obtain some A g A,n n . . . n 21 2 p i.
 .0 U  U .2 2 2A ; A y A , u g U and a ¨-web T ; T , such that:2 1 2 n , n , . . . , n 2 11 2 p2.
 . U  i i i .1 T contains n n . . . n , 1 F i F k,2 1 2 p i.
 .  . U2 If n , n , . . . , n g T , then U is not a q-neighbour-1 2 p 2 n , n , . . . , n1 2 p
`  . .hodd of zero in l A y A D A , A ,0 1 2
 . <  . <  <  . < 43 u A ) a , u x : 1 F i F n F 1.2 2 2 i
If we continue in the same way we obtain the sets A , A , . . . , A , the1 2 k
linear forms u , u , . . . , u and the ¨-web TU s T* ; T satisfying the1 2 k k
lemma.
 4PROPOSITION 2.6. Let W s E : p, n , n , . . . , n g N be a lin-n n . . . n 1 2 p1 1 p
` .ear increasing web in l X, A and let T be a ¨-web. Then there exists0
 .some n , n , . . . , n g T such that E is barrelled.1 2 p n n . . . n1 2 p
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Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a ¨-web T such that for every
 .n , n , . . . , n g T , E is not barrelled and let U be the1 2 p n n . . . n n n . . . n1 2 p 1 2 p
` .closure in l X, A of a barrel W of E which is not a zero0 n n . . . n n n . . . n1 2 p 1 2 p
w xneighbourhood in E . By 17, Proposition 7 , U is not an n . . . n n n . . . n1 2 p 1 2 p
` .q-neighbourhood of zero in l X, A , and then, by recurrence we will0
obtain:
v  4A ¨-web i* g T : i g N .
v    .4 4  .A sequence I s 1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , r j ; N, j g N , with j F r j Fj
 .r j q 1 , j g N.
v  4A family A : i g I , j g N of pairwise disjoint sets belonging to A.i j j
v
0 4A family of measures u : i g I , j g N , u g U , such that fori j j i j i*
i g I and j g Nj
< < < <u A ) j, u A : l g I , 1 F k F j y 1 F 1. . 4 . i j i j i j lk k
 .Indeed, let us start by taking 1* as the first element n , n , . . . , n g T1 2 2
with respect to the lexicographic order. The preceding lemma enables us
to determine A g A, u g U 0 and a ¨-web T , contained in T , such that11 11 1* 1
<  . <  .u A ) 1, 1* g T and if n , n , . . . , n g T , then U is not a11 11 1 1 2 p 1 n n . . . n1 2 p
` .q-neighbourhood of zero in l X y A , A . For the sake of simplicity we0 11
will write A s X y A , and this step of the induction concludes by1 11
 4writing I s 1 .1
Let us now assume that after applying the above reasoning h times we
have obtained
v  4 The finite sequence 1*, 2*, . . . , s* ; T , the family I sj
  .4 4  .  .  .1, . . . , j, . . . , r j ; N, j F h , with j F r j - r j q 1 and r h s s, and
 .the ¨-webs T , 1 F j F h, such that t* g T , for 1 F t F r j , and givenj j
 .i g I , j - h, if i* s m , . . . , m , m , . . . , m then for each r F q therej 1 ry1 r q ii
 .is a w g I such that w* s m , . . . , m , n , . . . , n g T and m -jq1 1 ry1 r u jq1 r
n .r
v The pairwise disjoint sets A g A, i g I , j F h, such that ifi j j
 .  4n , n , . . . , n g T and A s X y j A , i g I , 1 F r F j then1 2 p j j i r r
` .U is not a q-neighbourhood of zero in l A , A .n n . . . n 0 j1 2 p
v
0
UThe measures u g U , i g I , j F h, such thati j i j
< < < <u A ) j, u A : l g I , 1 F k F j y 1 F 1. . 4 . i j i j i j lk k
 .In the step h q 1 for each w* s m , . . . , m , m , m , . . . , m ,1 ry1 r rq1 qw
 .1 F w F r h s s, and each natural r F q we obtain an elementw
 .m , . . . , m , n , n , . . . , n g T such that m - n . The elements so1 ry1 r rq1 ¨ h r r
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 .  .obtained will be denoted by s q 1 *, s q 2 *, . . . , t*. Since m - n ther r
  .  . 4sequence 1*, 2*, . . . , s*, s q 1 *, s q 2 *, . . . , t*, . . . obtained in this in-
 4duction will be a ¨-web. If I s 1, 2, . . . , s, s q 1, . . . , t , then the cardi-hq1
nality of I is greater than or equal to h q 1, since, by induction,hq1
 .  .h F r h s s and s - t s r h q 1 . If we apply Lemma 2.5 with a s h q 1,
A s A , T s T , x , x , . . . , x equal to the characteristic functions of A ,h h 1 2 n i j
 i i i .i g I , 1 F j F h, and n n . . . n s i*, i g I , we obtain:j 1 2 p i. hq1
v t pairwise disjoint subsets A g A, 1 F l F t, contained in A ,l, hq1 h
v
0
Ut linear forms u g U , 1 F l F t, such that for each ll, hq1 l
< < < <u A ) h q 1, u A : i g I , 1 F j F h F 1, .  4 .l , hq1 l , hq1 l , hq1 i j j
2.1 .
v   . 4some ¨-web T , with 1*, 2*, . . . , s*, s q 1 *, . . . , t* ; T ; Thq1 hq1 h
 .such that if n , n , . . . , n g T then U is not a q-neighbour-1 2 p hq1 n n . . . n1 2 p
`  4 .hood of zero in l A y j A : 1 F i F t , A .0 h i, hq1
 4The induction ends by writing A s A y j A : 1 F i F t . Inhq1 h i, hq1
 4the induction we have taken m - n . This implies that i* g T : i g Nr r
 .verifies condition 1 of Definition 2.1, and therefore it is a ¨-web.
n  . n  . n  . n  .Let us now denote by 1 s 1, 1 , 2 s 1, 2 , 3 s 2, 1 , 4 s 3, 1 , . . . ,
the elements of N2 following the diagonal order. Our next task will be to
obtain a contradiction with some pairwise disjoint elements B g A, andi j
0  . <  Usome measures ¨ g U , 1 F i, j - `, such that ¨ B ) j, ¨ D B :i j i i j i j i j m n
 .  .4. < < <   .  .4.m, n - i, j - 1, and ¨ D B : m, n ) i, j - 1. These ele-i j m n
ments will be drawn out from the previous A and u , by applying am n m n
new induction.
We will start by taking B ns B s A and ¨ ns ¨ s u . Now we1 11 11 1 11 11
  4 4split the family B s A : i g I : j ) 1 into infinitely many C , n g N,j i j j n
such that each C contains infinitely many B . Since ¨ is a boundedn j 11
measure there must be a family C such that the variation of ¨ in j C:p 11
4C g C is less than 1. We will denote this family by D .p 1
Let us suppose that we have determined the B n, ¨ n and the familiesi i
n  .D , for 1 F i F k y 1, such that if i s m, n then:i
v  .  .nB s B s A , with h i y 1 - h i , and D ; D for 2 Fi m n m h i. i iy1
i F k y 1,
v  4D is the union of infinitely many families B s A : p g I , withi j p j j
 .j ) h i ,
v < <  4.n n¨ s ¨ s u verifies that ¨ j B: B g D - 1, for 1 Fi m n m h i. i i
i F k y 1.
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n  .Suppose that k s r, s . From the fact that D contains infinitelyky1
 4many B s A : i g I , where the cardinality of I is greater than orj i j j j
equal to j, it follows that there must be some A in D such thatr hk . ky1
 .  . n nh k y 1 - h k . Then, we define B s B s A and ¨ s ¨ s u .k r s r hk . k r s r hk .
  4  .4Now we split the family B s A : i g I ; D , j ) h k into finitelyj i j j ky1
many subfamilite as above and denote by D one of these subfamilies suchk
that the variation of ¨ n in D is less than 1. In this way the inductivek k
  . 24   . 24process supplies the families B : r, s g N , ¨ : r, s g N , andr s r s
 4 0D : k g N , with ¨ g U andk r s r*
< < < <n  4¨ j B : m , n ) r , s F ¨ D B : B g D F 1. 2.2 4 .  .  . . .r s m n k k
 .  . 2From 2.1 it follows that for every r, s g N ,
< < < <¨ B ) s, ¨ j B : m , n - r , s - 1. 2.3 4 .  .  .  . .r s r s r s m n
  . 24If we settle B s j B : i, j g N then, applying Proposition 2.2 to thei j
 4¨-web s*: s g N , we conclude that there must be some s* such that
 .  .e B g E . Therefore there exists a l ) 0 such that e B g lU . Sinces* s*
0 <  . <¨ g U we deduce that ¨ B - l, for every j g N.s j s* s j
 .  . <  . < <  This contradicts 2.2 and 2.3 by means of which ¨ B s ¨ D B :s j s j m , n
 .  .4.  .    .  .4. <m, n - s, j q ¨ B q ¨ D B : m, n ) s, j ) j y 2.s j s j s j m , n
 4THEOREM 2.7. Let W s E : t g T be a linear increasing web int `
` .  4l X, A . Then there exists a strand E : i g N such that e¨ery0 n n . . . n1 2 i
` .E is barrelled and dense in l X, A .n n . . . n 01 2 i
 4Proof. Let us assume that each strand E : i g N of W containsn n . . . n1 2 i
` .some E which is not barrelled or not dense in l X, A . By ann n . . . n 01 2 i
inductive process, we are going to obtain a ¨-web T such that none of the
E , t g T , are barrelled, in contradiction with Proposition 2.6.t
` . wFrom Valdivia's theorem of suprabarrelledness of l X, A 17, Theo-0
xrem 1 , it follows that there exists a natural number b such that for1
` . n G b every E is barrelled and dense in l X, A . We write J s n g1 1 n 0 1 11
4 w xN: n G b . By the Amemiya]Komura property 1; 12, Corollary 8.2.121 1
given n g J we have that there exists a b g N such that for n G b1 1 2 2 2
` .each E is dense in l X, A . But if the barrelled space F is dense in Gn , n 01 2
then G is barrelled and, therefore, for each a g J , two cases can occur:1 1
 .1 There exists in N a cofinite subset N such that for everya1
 .  4a , a g a = N we have that E is non-barrelled. Then we write1 2 1 a a , a1 1 2
I s a = N and J s B. The set I is infinite.a 1 a a a1 1 1 1
 .2 There exists in N a cofinite subset M such that for everya1
 .  4a , a g a = M we have that E is barrelled and dense in1 2 1 a a , a1 1 2
` .  4l X, A . Then we write I s B and J s a = M . Now J is infinite.0 a a 1 a a1 1 1 1
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We will conclude the first step of this induction by writing I s j I ,2 a1
4  4a g J and J s j J , a g J .1 a 2 a 1 a1 1 1
 .If a , a g J then by the aforementioned Amemiya]Komura property1 2 2
there exists a b g N such that for n G b each E is dense in3 3 3 n , n , n1 2 3
` .l X, A , and then we may obtain I and J exactly as before, and we0 3 3
continue the induction in an obvious way. If some J were empty then thei
inductive process would be finite.
 4We have that I s j I , n g N is non-empty, because if I s B andn
 .  .a g J , then we may determine a sequence a , a g J , a , a , a g1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3
J , . . . , and then each E would be barrelled and dense in3 a , a , . . . , a1 2 i
` .l X, A , contradicting our initial hypothesis. Finally I verifies condition0
 .1 of the ¨-web's definition, because, by construction, given
 .a , . . . , a , . . . , a g I, we have that the sets J , J , and1 i n 1 a , . . . , a , 1F iF ny21 i
 .I are infinite. By construction I verifies the condition 2 ofa , . . . , a1 ny1
 .Definition 2.1; the condition 3 follows from the hypothesis on the strands
of W . Therefore, we would have a ¨-web I such that each E , t g I wouldt
be non-barrelled, contradicting Proposition 2.6.
w x ` .Remark 2.8. It was proved in 2 that l X, A is not totally barrelled0
w x w x18, Definition 1 . This property was proposed as a open question in 18 .
3. APPLICATIONS TO THE SPACE OF BOUNDED
FINITELY ADDITIVE MEASURES
` .  .A subset M of l X, A * s ba A is said to be simply bounded in a0
 <  . < 4subset B of A if, for every A g B, sup m A : m g M - `.
Our next result extends the Nikodym]Grothendieck boundedness theo-
w xrem 4, VII .
 4THEOREM 3.1. If V s A : t g T is an increasing web in the s-algebrat `
 4 A, there exists a strand A : i g N in V such that e¨ery family m :n n . . . n s1 2 i
4  .s g S ; ba A which is simply bounded in an A ¨erifies that it isn n . . . n1 2 i
` .bounded in l X, A *.0
 4 ` .Proof. Let W s E : t g T be the linear increasing web in l X, At ` 0
  .such that E is the linear hull of the characteristic functions e A :t
4  4A g A . By Theorem 2.7 there exists a strand E : i g N such thatt n n . . . n1 2 i
` .every E is barrelled and dense in l X, A .n n . . . n 01 2 i
 4  .Therefore if m : s g S ; ba A is simply bounded in A thens n n . . . n1 2 i
 4  ` . .m : s g S is s l X, A *, E -bounded. As E is barrelleds 0 n n . . . n n n . . . n1 2 i 1 2 i
` .  4and dense in l X, A , it follows that m , s g S is equicontinuous, and,0 s
 4 ` .therefore, m , s g S is bounded in l X, A *.s 0
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4. APPLICATIONS TO VECTOR MEASURES
From now onwards the word space will stand for a real or complex locally
con¨ex Hausdorff space. If E is a space, the topological dual of E will be
w x wdenoted by E9, as in 11, Sect. 15.9 . A space E is dual locally complete 16,
x   ..Definition 1 , if its weak topological dual, E9 s E9, E , is locally com-
w x  . w x.plete. A space E is G 15, Definition 1 , L 16, Definition 2 if givenr r
 .any quasi-complete locally complete subspace G of the weak algebraic
dual of E such that G meets E9 in a weak dense subspace, then E9 ; G.
The B -complete spaces are G -spaces. Reflexive Banach spaces andr r
Frechet]Schwartz spaces provide some simple examples of L -spaces.Â r
 .  .  .When E, T is a G L space we will say that T is a G L topology.r r r r
w x w xUsing our Theorem 2.7 in 7 , instead of 6, Theorem 1 , we would obtain
the following results:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let m be a bounded finitely additi¨ e measure on A
 4with ¨alues in a space E, and let W s E : t g T be a linear increasing webt `
in E such that e¨ery E has a G topology T finer than the topology inducedt r t
by E.
 4Then there exists a strand E : i g N in W such that m is an n . . . n1 2 i
 4G-¨ alued bounded finitely additi¨ e measure, G being F E : i g Nn n . . . n1 2 i
endowed with the initial topology corresponding to T , i g N.n n . . . n1 2 i
The next proposition extends a well-known result of J. Diestel and
w xB. Faires 5, Theorem 1.1 .
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let m be a finitely additi¨ e measure on A with ¨alues
 4in a space E that has a web W s E : t g T , such that each E has at t
sequentially complete G topology T , finer than that induced by E, underr t
which it does not contain a copy of l`.
If um is a countably additi¨ e measure for e¨ery u belonging to a weak total
 4subset H of E9, then there exists a strand E : i g N in E such that mn n . . . n1 2 i
is a G-¨ alued countably additi¨ e ¨ector measure, G being the ¨ector space
 4F E : i g N endowed with the initial topology corresponding ton n . . . n1 2 i
T , i g N.n n . .. n1 2 i
The l` condition of the preceding result may be avoided if we change
the G by the L Valdivia spaces.r r
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let m be a finitely additi¨ e measure on A with ¨alues
 4in a space E that has a web W s E : t g T , such that each E has a Lt t r
topology T , finer than that induced by E.t
If um is a countably additi¨ e measure for e¨ery u belonging to a weak total
 4subset H of E9, then there exists a strand E : i g N in E such that mn n . . . n1 2 i
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is a G-¨ alued countably additi¨ e ¨ector measure, G being the ¨ector space
 4F E : i g N endowed with the initial topology corresponding ton n . . . n1 2 i
T , i g N.n n . .. n1 2 i
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